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.i: , one of these employs a novel spark-type device 1 ), and th!e others use '·.
some form of gas discharge. The occlud~d .. gas spark source has the inherent disadvantage, for some applications, of a varying shot-to-shot intensity and a relatively short lifetime. Gas -filled tubes, on the other hand, produce uniform shot-to-shot neutron pulses, have lifetimes Qf several hundred thousand shots, and in some cases can operate de.
In a sealed..:off gas-filled neutron tube, the ion source operates at' the same pressure as the accelerating gap. . . assembly are shown. in J..iig. 2i: .;.The. two' flanges a~e'desigrted t~:be:
. ,' . . In pulsed operation, the Orbitron always remains for some time .
. ~ ' . presented here were obtained with a tube pressure of 7 fJ.
• "
. ,.
' .. ~.
. " - ., '
.. ··i'" 2% counting. statistics 'of th~ detector syste~.
: .. ·. ···''

Conclusions
The observed target current of 30A should have produced neutron _ · _· . , ... · ·,
. , '
yields greater than 10 9 per pulse. ion current of at least 4A. This would predict a theoretical thicktarget yield for the D-T reaction greater than 10 9 ,. based on an assumed.
1:1 target-loading ratio. This number might be reduced somewhat by ions·~-. t-· >, ·_.,
-5-The q~ality of the target and extent of loading was not kno~n with certainty, and in this factor probably lies the major source of the be considered optimum. No attempt has been made to determine the most efficient slit area, and no means of shielding the glass wall from ion bombardment has been provided. Shielding the glass wall would improve its voltage-holding properties·, and allow the tube to be shortened. . ~ '/ \:
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